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Let fl be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, U(fl) the enveloping algebra of 
and Prim U(fl) the set of primitive ideals of U(fl). This is the second of a two- 
part series in which the Goldie ranks of the primitive quotients {U(fl)/J : 
J ~ Prim U(fl)} are computed. Let D be a Caftan subalgebra for g and D* the 
dual of D- In the first part it was shown that these ranks can be described by a 
family of polynomial functions on D*. Here a formula is obtained for these 
polynomials in terms of the multiplicities of the simple factors of the Verma 
modules. In particular this gives an affirmative answer to conjectures (i), (ii) 
of [14, 7.4] except for the choice Of .Q~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notation and conventions of this paper are those of [19], hereafter noted 
as I. 
1.1. Let O be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra I). 
The Weyl group W acts faithfully in D* and hence for each a 6 I/V there exists 
m ~ • such that SIn(D) admits a simple submodule of type a. Let n(a) be the 
least nonnegative integer with this property. Call a univalent if the a-isotypical 
component in Sn(~)(I)) is a simple module, which we refer to as the univalent 
module Po defined by a. Let Y2' denote the subset of l£V of all univalent 
representations. For 8 simple, this subset is proper [1, Sect. 5] if and only if ff 
is of type D2n: n = 2, 3,...; E 7 or E s (Caftan notation). 
1.2. For each A E D*, let D~ denote the subspaee of D spanned by the coroots 
to R a (notation I, 1.5). Define g2' aC//V~ with respect o the action of W~ on b~ - 
We remark that g2R, a C g2~ (notation I, 6.2). 
1.3 (Notation I, 1.3). For each pair A, tL ~ b* we denote by [M(A):L(/~)] 
the number of times the simple highest weight module L(t~ ) occurs as a simple 
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factor of the Verma module M(;~). The matrix with entries [M(A) :L(/x)] will 
be called the Jantzen matrix. For each )~ E D*, set A = A @ P(R). Given ,~ ~ I)* 
dominant and regular, let b A (or simply, b) denote the matrix with entries 
hA(w, w') :=  [M(w)t) :L(w')t)], w, w' ~ Wa. We remark that bA does not depend 
on the choice of the dominant, regular element in A [8, 2.15] and that the Jantzen 
matrix is completely determined by the bA [8, 1.7, 2.17]. Presumably bA only 
depends on Wa; but this is still an open question. 
Let ~< denote the Bruhat ordering on W a (as defined in [6, 7.7.3]). For all 
w, w' e W a one has bA(w, w') =/= 0 if and only if w ~< w' (cf. [6, 7.7.7]). Hence b A 
is invertible and we let aA(w , W') denote the entries of the inverse matrix aA 
(or simply, a). One has a(w, w') =# 0 only if w ~< w'. Following Jantzen [8, 1.12] 
we set (L(wA) : M(w'A)) :=  aA(w, w') and define (M : M(v)), for all M e ~,  
v e I3", by additivity (of. [6, 7.8.15(iii)]). 
1.4 (Notation I, 1.1, 1.2, 2.6). Fix A e 1~* dominant and regular. In (I, 5:2) 
we defined for each w e W a the functionpw on/~wa throughp~(/z) = rk(U(g)/J(lz)) 
and showed that Pw is a polynomial which we shall call the Goldie polynomial. 
Now set m = card R + -- d(L(l~)) (notation I, 2.3) and define 8 e I~* through 
(8, ~) -~ 1, for all ~ e B. The main result (Theorem 5.1) of this paper is that up 
to a scalar one has . 7: 
/;~: = w-lp~ = Z a(w, ~') ~'-~ ~.  (*) 
w' ~ l,V A 
By [18, 5.3] this further implies (Theorem 5.4(i)) that Wap w is a univalent module 
P~ defined by some a e a'-2'a, and by [18, 6.10] that WP, is a univalent Wm0dule 
(Theorem 5.4(ii)). Again let £2 a denote the subset ofD a defined by thepw: w e Wa. 
Then (Theorem 5.5) the distinct ~w: w e Wa break into subsets each of which 
form a basis for some Po: a e ~?a • In particular (notation I, 1.5) 
card f~ = ~ d ime.  
aEI2 h 
Thus up to the determination of ,.Qa these results answer affirmatively con, 
jectures (i), (ii) of [14, 7.4] and show that conjecture (iii) is well defined for O a . 
We remark that/2R, aC Da (which already follows from I, 6.2). One cannot have 
~2 a =/2R.  a u £2~*,a (where a*(w):= (detw)a(w)) as suggested in [16, 11.8]. 
This is because D*a (~/2; when R a has a simple factor of type E v [1, Table 2 
and private communication]. Therefore, it still remains to determine Qa and of 
course to determine the scalar factors in (*). 
Finally we answer positively (Theorem 5.7) some conjectures of Vogan and 
indicate how the annihilators of simple Harish-Chandra modules can be 
:omputed. 
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2. A PRESENTATION OF THE SPACE OF W-HARMONIC POLYNOMIALS 
2.1. Identify S(D*) with the space of constant coefficient differential operator 
on I) and let S* denote the augmentation ideal of the polynomial algebra S(D*) w 
Then g ~ S(I)) is said to be W-harmonic if Dg = 0, for all D a S*+. Let S+ denot, 
the augmentation ideal of the polynomial algebra S(D) w. Then the space ~ o 
W-harmonic polynomials is the W-stable complement to S(t)) S+ in S(D ) an( 
hence as a Wmodule  is isomorphic to the regular epresentation f W [5, p. 107 
Theorem 2]. In particular for each ~ ~ ~', one has P~ C o~. 
We remark that 
P~:= F[~ 
~R + 
is W harmonic and that after Steinberg [21, Theorem 1.3] one has ;gf = 
{Dp8 : D E S(D*)}. In particular if we set r = card R +, oY~,, :=  W n S,,(D ) 
m 6 N, then 
qn--0 
Thus P,  C Jr'n(,) with n(a) <~ r. 
2.2. Vogan [22, 4.2] has given the following important characterization f~ 
Fix h e t)* and set A = h + P(R). 
LEMm. Y f  is the subspace of all polynomial functions g on t)* satisfying 
(card W)g(F) = ~ g(t z + wv) 
w~W 
for all F, v ~ A. 
2.3. In the remainder of Section 2 we let 3 denote a fixed regular element o: 
I)*. In its application we take 3 as given in 1.4. 
Let W* denote the set of maps from W to 77. For each a ~ W*, m ~ N, defin{ 
g .... ~ S.~(b ) through 
g .... = ~ a(w) w -a3 '~. 
w~W 
(Strictly speaking, for eventual application g ...... should be defined on A). 
Since 3 is regular, card W3 = card W and so the functions on D*, exp w 13: 
w c W, are linearly independent over Q. It follows that if ga,,n = 0, for all 
m ~ IN, then a = 0. For each 0 ~- a E W*, let re(a) denote the least nonnegativc 
integer such that ga.,,~(a) 4 = 0 and set g~ : - -  g~.~(a) • For each m ~ N, let W,* 
denote the subset of all a ~ W* such that m = re(a). 
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LEMMA. For each m ~ N, 
(i) go e ~\{o) ,  for all a ~ W*~, 
(ii) ~m is the C linear span of {g~: a e W*}. 
For each Ix, v ~ A, w ~ W one has 
g~(~ + ,o~) = y_. a(w')(a, w'~ + ~'wO ~. 
q~,t ff W 
Then by summation and change of variable we obtain 
Z ga(I ~+wv) = Z Z a(w')(8, w'/~+wv) '~, 
w~W w~W wt~W 
= Z Z a(w')(8, w'/x) "~, by the choice of m, 
w~W w'~W 
= (card W)ga(k@ 
By 2.2, this gives (i). Since dim 5~f = card W, we obtain (ii) from (i). 
Remarks. One has 
(det w) f£-1 8m = 0 : m < r, 
w~W 
= ~! H (~, a)/(~, p) .p ,  
(x~R + 
* m = r .  
(The correct choice of scalar was communicated to me by D. King). 
This result (at least for 8 = p) was noted for example in [21, Theorem 1.4; 
and 8, 3.15]. Combined with Steinberg's result noted in 2.1, it leads to an 
alternative proof of (ii). I f  3 were not regular then the analog of the above 
construction would give a subspace of ~ isomorphic to ind(Id: W~ ° ~' W). 
2.4. Let Q denote the projection onto ~ defined by the decomposition 
S(~) = ~ ® S(~) & .  
COROLLARY. For each m ~ N, one has Q(CW8 'n) = ~)rt~,n. 
2.5. We define an action of W × Won W* through (wxawo.)(w) :=  a(wlww~), 
for all w 1 , w2, w ~ W, a e W*. Observe that gaw.m = wga,~, for all w E W, 
a ~ W*, m E N. Then each W* is a right Wsubmodule of W*; but it need not be 
also a left submodule. Let W ~ denote the subset of all a ~ W* such that 
m(wa) ~ re(a) and gw~ ~ Cga, for all w ~ W. Set W~ = VV ~ c~ W,~*. Then each 
W~ is a right W submodule of W*. 
481/65/2-3 
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PROPOSITION. 
with n(a) = m. 
Fix a ~ ~ and set 
For each a ~ W~,  there exists a ~ f2' such that C Wg~ = P~ 
x = Z a(w) w -1. 
wEW 
For all n 6 N, w' ~ W we have 
gw'a = ~ a(w'w) W -1  ~m = XW t ~m. 
w~W 
By 2.4 and the definition of W~, it follows that xS~fn = 0, for n < m, am 
dim x3ef,,~ = 1. Now CW is a semisimple Artinian ring so there exists an idem 
potent u ~ CW such that uCW = xCW.  Obviously uJt°~ = xJf~, for all n ~ 
and in particular dim u3¢°,~ = 1. Fix a nonzero vector v ~ u3(C~. Then uv = v 
ua~f,~ ----- Cv and so by the complete reducibility of .¢g'm it follows that CWv is 
simple W submodule of a~f.~. Let a ~ l~ denote the corresponding representa 
tion. Since u~ = 0, for n < m, it follows that n(a) ~ m. Since dim uS/t°,~ = 1 
it follows that (r occurs with multiplicity one in S/t°m. That is, nor ) = m an( 
a ~ £2'. Finally P~ = C Wv = C Wx8 ~ ~ C Wg a . 
Remark. Every univalent module obtains by this construction. 
2.6. The above analysis applies equally well to Wa (and we use for exampk 
~,m to denote the homogeneous harmonic polynomials for W a of degree m) 
In particular we need not alter the choice of & To see this set Ih ± = {fie D* 
(c~,/3) ~0 for all c~eRa}. Then D* = l ) *  @Da ~ and we write 8 =8~+3:  
with respect o this decomposition. Then 31 is regular in [9" and for all a e W*,  
we have 
ga = Z a(w) w -1 8 ~ = Z a(w) w -1 al TM, 
w~w a ~,~w a 
by the choice of 3 z and m. 
3. MULTIPLICITIES 
3.1. Let M be a finitely generated U(g) module. Define (ef. I, 2.3) 
the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension d(M)  (resp. multiplicity, e(M)) of M with 
respect o the canonical filtration of U(g). Our ultimate aim is to determine the 
Goldie polynomials. As noted in (I, 6.1) these are determined by polynomials (the 
Vogan polynomials) defined with respect o the multiplicities of certain simple 
subquotients of principal series modules. Unfortunately the latter can only be 
computed in certain special cases [7] and even then only partial information 
has been obtained. Consequently the following alternative approach is needed. 
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3.2. Define 6 c b* through (3, ~) = 1 for all ~ ~ B. In particular 3is dominant, 
regular and (3, fi): fi ~ NB is just the so-called length of/3. Fix tz ~ I~* and let M 
be a quotient of M(tz). Then M is a direct sum of its b weight subspaces M,_~ of 
weight/z --  v --  p: v ~ NB. For each n ~ N, we set following Jantzen [8, 3.12] 
FM( n) = Z d imM,_ , .  
(~,v)<n 
Up to a minor adjustment FM is a polynomial and in [8, 3.12] Jantzen has 
shown how to compute FM from a knowledge of the composition series for M 
and the matrix a defined in 1.3. In particular we may compute the leading 
coefficient of Fu(n) which up to a minor adjustment takes the form euna/d! 
with eM, d c ~. It is easy to show that d = d(M); but it is not at all obvious 
if eM is related in any simple fashion to e(M). (Such a relation is an eventual and 
rather deep consequence (Corollary 4.11) of our analysis.) 
Fix h el)* dominant regular and w ~ Wa. Given M : L(/~): t~F~a,  we 
write ew(/~) = eM • These functions defined on each/vwa: w c Wa are polynomials 
(called the Jantzen polynomials) and can be explicitly computed. Yet the main 
difficulty is still to show that they determine the pw. For this we must first 
develop and extend Jantzen's analysis. 
3.3. Fix k ~ ~, l ~ ~+ and functions ca: -~/lZ --~ Q: j = 0, 1, 2,..., k. Define 
F: M :-~ Q through 
k 
F(n) = Z q(n + l~_)n< 
J=O 
This is not quite a polynomial; but we show that it may be "smoothed" to 
obtain one. Define G: N --~ C inductively through G = Hk+x, Ho = F and 
l--1 
Hs(n ) = ~H~_l(n-}- i ) : j - - - -  1,2 .... ,k-[ -  1, ne~.  
i=O 
We have 
l+k 
V(n) = E biF(n + i), 
i=0 
for suitable bi E ~+. 
LEMMA. G: n e-~ G(n) is a polynomial. Furthermore 
' -1  ) 
G(n) : I k-1 ° ck(i + IZ) n k + O(nk-1). 
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The proof is by induction on k. It is clear for k = 0. Consider it proved fol 
k --  1. I f F  is a polynomial, then so is G and hence by linearity and the inductio~ 
hypothesis it is enough to prove the assertion when only c :~  ck @ 0. We have 
1--1 
Hl(n ) = ~ F(n + i) 
i=0 
Z--1 
i=O 
I--i k--i 
Z c(i + IZln k + 2 c~(n + 1ZlnJ, 
i=O j=O 
for suitable c~: ~_/IZ ~ Q. Thus Hx(n ) is a polynomial in its highest erm so the 
lemma obtains from the induction hypothesis. 
3.4. Let G, G': N --+ Q be polynomials and set G(n) = en a + O(na-1), 
G'(n) = e'n a' -? O(na'-l). We write G ~ G' if either d > d' or d = d' and 
e ~ e'. We write G -- G' if G ~ G' and G' ~ G. I f  F, F ' :  N --~ Q are functions 
of the form described in 3.3 we let G, G' be the corresponding smoothed 
polynomials and we writeF ~ F '  (resp.F --  F ')  if G ~ G' (resp. G --  G'). 
3.5. Set r = card R + and let l denote the product of the lengths of the 
positive roots. For v ~ D*, set FR(n) = FM(v)(n) (which depends only on R and 
not on v). Now let M be a quotient of M(t~). After Jantzen [8, 3.12] we have 
FM(n) ~- ~ (M:  M(v))FR(n -- (5,/~ - -  v)). 
veW~ 
Furthermore [8, 3.13] there exist q: Z/lZ -+ Q such that 
nr  r -1  
FR(n) = r !~ -~- ~ cj(n + 7/l)nJ. 
j=O 
Set k = max{(8,/~ -- v): (M : M(v)) > 0}. Then for all n ~ k we have by 
linearity (notation 3.3) that 
GM(n) = ~ (M:  M(v)) GR(n -- (3, t* -- ")). 
v~ W~ 
Now let d he the largest integer ~ r such that 
eM := F~ (M:  M(~))(~, ~ - -  t,) ~-~ =~ O. 
v~WI~ 
(*) 
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LEMMA.  (i) d = d(M), 
(ii) GM(n) -- (F-a/r!)eMn a, 
(iii) eM = 2 ,~w (M:  M(v))(3, v) ~-a. 
Part (i) follows from [8, 3.15]. Part (ii) follows from (*) and the fact that GR 
is a polynomial by 3.3. (This important observation is due to Jantzen). Part (iii) 
follows by the choice of d. 
3.6. Fix I e t)* dominant, regular and w ~ Wa. Define a function % (resp.fw) 
on Fwa through e~o(/~) = eL(..) (resp. fw(t~) = e(L(/~)), which we call the Jantzen 
(resp. Vogan) polynomial. Set d = d(L(lz)) (which depends only onFwa, [3, 2.12]). 
COROLLARY. (i) % = ~'~w a aA(W, W') WW'--13 ~-a, 
(ii) ew is a homogeneous Wa-harmonic polynomial of degree r --  d, 
(iii) deg e~ = degf~.  
For all/~ eFwa we have by 3.5(iii) 
ew(tX) = ~ (L(t~) : M(v))(3, v) ~-d, 
v~Wtt 
= ~ (L(~) : M(w'lx))(3, w'~) ~ a. 
Hence (i). Recalling the choice of d, 2.3(i) and 2.6, this gives (ii). Finally (iii) 
obtains by comparison of filtrations (see for example, [7, Lemme 2]). 
3.7. For our purposes we need the following rather technical extension of 
the above analysis. Set u = u-  and fix/~ ~ I2". Let m be an b-stable ideal of u 
and t a weight vector in U(m) u. Assume that tm -~ 0 : m E L(t*) implies m ~ 0 
and set T = {tk: k ~ N}, which is trivially an Ore subset for U(n) and U(m). 
Set T 1L(#) = T-aU(m) @v(m) L(/~) and identify L(I~) with a U(I) @ u) sub- 
module of T-1L(/~) through the map m ~-+ 1 @ m. 
Now assume that there exists an l) module homomorphism 0': T 1U(u)--+ 
T -1U(m) whose restriction to T -1U(ra) is the identity map (i.e., 0' is a retraction). 
Set u' = 0'(n). Then T-1L(t~) is a U(D @ u') module in an obvious fashion. Fix 
k e N + and let M be a finitely generated U(I) @ u') submodule of 
/0 
Z t-~L(I x) 
j=O 
containing L(/~). (Of course it is not obvious that any such module exists; but if it 
does it will also be finitely generated as a U(u') module.) 
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Recalling that 0' commutes with the action of D we define a filtration on U(n' 
by setting 
Vn(ll ') = @ {U(l t t )_u : (~, [£) ~.~ n) : 1l ~ ~.  
Let N be a U(rt') submodule of M (not necessarily D stable). Since U(rt' 
is Noetherian, it follows that N is finitely generated. Choose a finite-dimensiona 
generating subspace N O for N. Set N ~ = U~(n ') N O andF~(n) = dim N'~: n e [~ 
Define I as in 3.5. Assume N ~ 0. 
LEMMA. There exist deN,  0 < e G Q,  cj: ~/l~ ---~ Q: j =0,  1,2 ..... d - -  ] 
(depending on N)  such that 
t d--1 
(i) F~(n) = en a + 2s=o cs(n + 17/) n ~, for all n sufficiently large 
(ii) F M -- FL(,). 
We start by remarking that for the above filtration gr U(n') is trivially isomor- 
phic to U(n') and hence not in general commutative. Nevertheless the argumenl 
used in the construction of the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial can still be applied 
if we make use of the fact that n' is nilpotent. (This was pointed out to me b) 
O. Gabber. At first sight it seems lightly surprising since F~r will not neeessaril) 
be a polynomial). 
The proof of (i) is by induction on dim n'. It is clear if dim n' = 1, since n' 
is then commutative. 
Let Um(n'), Nm be the gradations defined on U(rt'), N by the above filtrations. 
By construction U,~(n') N .  = Nm+n, so in particular gr N is finitely generated 
as a U(n') module. Let X~ E n' be a root vector with/3 of maximal ength and set 
s = (3,/3). Obviously X~ is central and we can assume the required assertion 
holds for any finitely generated U(n'/CXB) module. Define a U(n') module 
homomorphism ¢: N --+ N through ¢(v) = X~v. Set K = Ker ¢, L = N/ Im ~b. 
For each n e N, set K n = Nn n K, L ,  = N~/(Nn n Im ¢). As ¢ is homogeneous 
of degree s, we have an exact sequence 
0 -+ K ,  --+ N ,  0~- N,+s --+ L,+s -+ 0, 
which gives dim Nn+s -- dim Nn = dimLn+~ -- dim K n . The usual argument 
shows that K, L are finitely generated as U(n'/CXB) modules and so dim N~+~ -- 
dim N~ takes for all n sufficiently large the form given in the right-hand side 
of (i) except hat lean be taken to be the product of the root lengths for U(n'/CXa). 
Taking account of the jump by s this establishes that dim N~ takes the required 
form. Hence (i). 
For (ii) recall that M is a weight module and finitely generated as a U(n') 
module. Thus we can choose v ~ I)* such that ~-  v ~ [~B for all t~ e [* for 
which M_~ :/: 0. DefineFM: M --+ [~ through 
F~(n) =- Z {dim M_r :  (/~ -- v, ~) ~ n}, 
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with a similar definition for any U(D @ n') submodule of M. By the definition 
of the filtration on U(n') it is immediate that F~t -- F~t. Again FL(,) - -  F2~u) 
trivially. Since M D L(/x), we have F~t ~ F~, l  and since tkM C L(/x), we have 
F2~,) ~ FIg m . Finally tkm = 0: m E M implies m = 0 and so F~gM- FM. 
Combining these inequalities gives (ii). 
3.8 (Notation 3.7). Define G~v with respect oF~r as in 3.3. Assume N =A 0. 
Let d, e be defined through the conclusion of 3.7(i). 
COROLLARY. (i) Gtlq(n) ~ elan a, 
(ii) dad! ~ N +. 
Part (i) follows from 3.3 and 3.7(i). Recalling that G~ is a polynomial map 
from N to N gives (ii). 
Remarks. In all the above analysis one could have assumed I to be the least 
common multiple of the positive root lengths. We can apply 3.7 to any L(/~) 
by taking m = 1t, t = 1. It follows for suitable n, dthatFL(,)(n) - -  en a and so the 
Jantzen polynomial can be defined without the smoothing procedure F --+ G. 
4. A Division THEOREM 
4.1. Our aim here is to show that the Goldie polynomial Pw divides the 
Jantzen polynomial ew. This is clearly quite nontrivial and in fact our analysis 
makes essential use of the main results of [9]. (See in particular [9, Sects. 2.1- 
2.6, 4.1-4.12, 6.1-6.7, 6.11].) Seth -  = n. 
4.2. In [9, 2.2] we assigned to each semisimple Lie algebra g an ordered set 
•(g)  (or simply, ~U) and a maximal set {/3K}x~ x. of strongly orthogonal positive 
roots. We recall that aT" as an ordered set is isomorphic to a sum of trees (see [9, 
Table I I I ] )  and if K c S f  is minimal, then/3 K is a highest root. Call a subset 
C J~parabolic if for eachL ~ £P, one has Ke  ~,~, for all K ~ L. We recall [9, 
4.10] that to each parabolic subset ~ of ~ we can associate a so-called optimal 
parabolic subalgebra p~ D [) @ rt of g. Let r~ (resp. m~)  denote the reductive 
part (resp. nilradical) of p~o and set ~ = [ r~,  r~] (or simply, p, r, m, ~). By 
[9, 4.11 (ii)] there exists for each K ~ J(" a weight vector fx  (determined up to a 
scalar) of weight/3~; lying in Fract Z(rt). Moreover [9, 4.12] Z(lt) is generated 
as a polynomial algebra by products of the form 
tL := [ I  ffx*:L:nrL ~N,  
K~3g" 
where the matrix nKL is upper triangular with respect o the order in d(¢" and has 
determinant one. Let tao (or simply, t) denote the product of the tL: L ~ ~q~. By 
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[4, 2.4a] t is locally ad-nilpotent in U(g) and T :=  {W: m e N} is Ore in U(g) 
Extend the canonical filtration of U(g) to a filtration of T -1U(g) by setting 
05 
(T-IU(g)) n = ~ t-kU"+k*(g) : s = deg t, 
k=O 
for all n e 7/. By [9, 4.l, 4.8, 4.11] we have the 
LEMMA. There exists a linear map O: ~ ~ T-1U(m), homogeneous of degree 
zero, satisfying 
(i) IX, Y] = [0(x), Y], for all x e ~, Y ~ m, 
(ii) IX, 0(Y)] = 0(IX, Y]), for all X, Y E ~, 
(iii) [0(X), 0(Y)] = 0(IX, Y]),for al lX, Ye  ~, 
(iv) [H, 0(X)] = O([H, X]), for all H e 11, X e ~. 
Remark. Identify g* with g through the Killing form and set g ~ XBL : 
L ~ ~#. Then g((ad X)m) = 0 for all X e m and so the lemma can be viewed 
as a consequence of [6, 10.1.4]. 
4.3. By 4.2, O(X) :~ X- -O(X) :Xe~ extends to an injection of U(,) 
into T-1U(p) m. Set t = O(~). Again 0: ~ --+ T-IU(m) is a Lie algebra homomor- 
phism. Its restriction to ~ t~ it extends to a retraction 0' of T-aU(it) into T-~U(m) 
commuting with t). Set tt = 0(~). We have the following. 
COROLLARY. (i) [~, f] C f, [~, u] C u. 
(ii) [m, tt] C m, [m, t] =0.  
(iii) [b, t] C t, [I1, u] C u. 
4.4. From now on fix/~ e [3". Let e(/~) denote the canonical generator of L(/,) 
(of weight/~ --  p). (This should not be confused with ew(b*).) Set £¢ = {L e Jd: 
t,~e(i ~) g: O, for all k e N}. Let T 1 be the multiplicative subset generated by the 
tL:L eoW. By [4, 2.4a] each t L acts locally ad-nilpotently in U(g) and so T 1 is 
Ore in U(g). Again L(/~) is a simple U(g) module and so by ad-nilpotence we 
have sm #0,  for a l l0#meL( / , ) ,  seT" l .  It follows that Txnf ( / , )=  ;5 
and the canonical map m ~ 1 @ m of L(/~) into Ti-IL(/,) is injective. Let 
T:  Ti-lU(g) -+ TFIU(g)/T~IJ(I~ ) denote the canonical projection. 
PROPOSITION. (i) .gf is a parabolic subset of OU. Define T, t with respect o 
~f as in 4.2, 4.3. Then 
(ii) dim N(U(t)) < 0% 
(iii) r-aU(fl) = Ti-~U(g) and T-'L(I*) = Ti-IL(/x). 
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Let ~ '  be a maximal parabolic subset of SU contained in 5¢ and use a prime 
to denote quantities defined with respect o &o,. Let K be minimal in J ( ' \~ ' .  By 
the maximality ofoW' we have ti~ke(t,) = 0 for some k ~ ~+. Hence tic ~ ~ T~=IJ(/~). 
By [9, 4.9, 4.11] @ ~ O'(X_~K ). Since {X_~x: K minimal in K /~ '  } is just the set 
of lowest weight vectors for the semisimple Lie algebra #, it follows from [9, 
6.11] that dim ~(U(t '))  < o9. This implies that 5¢ ~ L~ a' and hence we have (i) 
and (ii). Part (iii) is clear. 
4.5. From now on we assume ~qo to be fixed by the conclusion of 4.4 and drop 
this subscript. Recall the definition of the smash product given in [9, 3.4]. Let I 
be the subalgebra of I) spanned by the coroots to the {ilL: L ~ ~}.  
THEOREM. Up to natural isomorphisms 
(i) T-l(U(fl)/J(t~)) = (T-~(V(g)/f(tz)) m @r-lz(m) T-aU(m)) #U(1), 
(ii) T-l(Tt(U(p))) = T-I((k~(U(t)) @ U(m))#U(1)), 
(iii) (U(g)/ f(~)) m is a prime, Noetherian ring, 
(iv) rk(U(g)/J(iz)) m = rk(U(g)/J(tz)). 
Taking into account hat T n J(~) ~ ~,  we obtain (i), (iii), (iv) from [9, 6.7]. 
Part (ii) is an easy consequence of the form of 0. 
4.6. By the choice of p and t (cf. [9, 2.2, 4.11, 4.12]) we have [X, t] ~ Ct, 
for all X ~ p. Hence for each k E ~, it follows that 
k 
N(k) := Z t-"L(v) 
n=0 
is a U(p) submodule of T-1L(I ~) containing L(~). By 4.4(ii) we can choose 
k such that U(t) e(/z) is a finite-dimensional subspace of N(k). Set M '~ 
U(m) U(t) e(tz), which by 4.3 is a U(m G t G I) submodule of N(k). Set 
M - U(~)M', which by 4.3 is a U(m @ ~ @ t O l) submodule of N(k). Now 
M D U(p) e(/~) and so M D L(/~). Set rt' • m Q u = 0'(rt). 
LEMMA. (i) T-1M = T -1M'~-  T-1L(t~), 
(ii) M'  is finitely generated as a U(m) module, 
(iii) M is finitely generated as a U(W) module, 
(iv) T-1L(~) is finitely generated as a T -1U(m) module. 
Part (i) is an immediate consequence of 4.5(ii). Part (ii) is clear. It implies 
that M is finitely generated as a U(m (~) ~) module. Yet ~ C u (~) t so (iii) 
follows from 4.4(ii). Finally (iv) obtains from (i), (ii). 
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Remark. In general M and L(/x) are not finitely generated as U(m) module, 
(though they are finitely generated if L(ff) is induced from p). For example 
take ff to be a dominant half-integral regular weight in type C 2 (see 6.2). 
4.7. Set A = U(g)/J(ff), C = A m, which by 4.5(iii) is a prime, Noetheriar 
ring. Let S denote the set of regular elements of C which by Goldie's theorea~ 
is Ore in C. 
LEMMA. (i) S is an Ore set for A,  
(ii) sm = 0: s ~ S, m eL( i f )  implies m = O. 
S is trivially an Ore set for C @z(m) U(m) and so (i) obtains from 4.5(i) anc 
[2, 4.4]. Then (ii) obtains from (i), 4.6 (iv) and the simplicity of L(/~) by th~ 
following standard argument. Suppose m ~ O, sm = 0 and take any m' ~ L(ff) 
Since L(ff) is a simple A module, there exists a ~ A such that m' ~- am. Now b) 
(i) we can choose b ~ A, t ~ S such that ta = bs. Then tm' = tam = bsm = O. 
Hence for any finite-dimensional subspace L 0 C L(ff) there exists u ~ S such thai 
uL o = O. By 4.6 (iv), this gives u(T-~L(ff)) = O, which is clearly impossible 
4.8. In general M will not be a U(g) module. Yet we do have the 
LEM~tA. For each a ~ A there exists s ~ N such that tSaM C M.  
Recall that t is locally ad-nilpotent in U(g). Then since dim g < oo, there 
exists u E N such that t'*+"X E U(g) t n, for all X E g, n ~ N. Define k as in 4.6. 
Then for each a ~ U(g) there exists s ~ N such that t~a ~ U(g) t k (i.e., if s /> 
u deg a + k). Now given m ~ M,  we have tkm eL( i f )  and so t"am ~ U(g) tkm C 
L(ff) C M,  as required. 
4.9. Fix A ~ D* dominant, regular and w ~ Wa. Recall the definitions OfPw, 
r, 1, ew given in (I, 5.12), 3.5, 3.6. Note that d :=  d(L(wA)) <~ r and set na :=  
(d!!r-1)l'F! 
PROPOSITION. For each ff ~iOwa, p.,(ff) divides na%(ff). 
Consider S-1L(Ix) as a module for the simple Artinian ring S-1C. Fix a maximal 
orthogonal family {u~}~= 1 of minimal projections in S-1C. We have by 4.5(iv) 
that p --  rk S 1C = rk C = rk U(g)/J(ff) ~- Pw(t~). Set Mi  = uiS-IL(ff). Then 
@ Mi  ~- S-IL(ff). Furthermore by standard ring theory we can choose alj 
S -1S  such that aijM~ = Ms ,  for all i, j. Choose s ~ S such that bi~ :=  saij ~ C. 
By 4.8 we can further assume that bi~M C M.  Set N~ ~ M r3 ]Vii which is a 
U(n') submodule of M (recall that In', C] = 0). Obviously S-aNi  = S aM i . 
Now recalling 4.6(iii) apply 3.7(i) with N = N~. Through its conclusion we can 
write F~,(n) - -  einaq Now bi jN i C N i  and S-lbi~Nj --  S aNi so we can write 
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d i ~ d, ei = e for all i. Since the sum ~ Ni  C M is direct and S -1 ~ N i = 
S aL(/~) it follows that 
F~(n)  - -  ~ F'N~(n) 
i=1 
± pw(tz) en a. 
Hence GL(,)(n) --  Pw(tQ dana, by 3.3 and 3.7(ii). By 3.5(ii) and the definition 
of ew this gives l~-lew(t~ ) = (r!lae) pw(t~). Yet d!lae ~ N+ by 3.8(ii). This gives 
the required assertion. 
Remark. For A ~ P(R) ++, one has nael ~ F lpB (cf. 2.1, 2.3). 
4.10 Recall that Pw and ew are integer-valued polynomial functions defined 
on the Zariski dense subset fi'wa • 
THEOREM. For each w ~ Wa there exists n ~ N + such that Pw ~ (na/n) ew • 
By 4.9 it suffices to show that degp~ = deg e~o • By (I, 6.l) we have degpw + 
degpw-1 =degrw.  Here r~(A,w/z)=e(V(--wtz,--A)). Now by [15, 4.12] 
Ann V(--wt~, --A) = ](wtz ) @ U(8) + U(g) @ ](w-lA), so deg rv: = degfw + 
degfw-a by [7, Lemmes 6, 7]. Hence degpw + degpw-1 -~ deg e~ + deg ew-~ 
by 3.6(iii). By 4.9 we have degpw ~ deg ew for all w ~ Wa, which by the above 
gives the required equality. 
4.1 ! COROLLARY. For each w E Wa, we have ew = fw up to a scalar. 
Take the filtration in T-1U(g) defined in 4.2. Observe that M is finitely 
generated as a U(n) module and that its multiplicity coincides with that of L(/~) 
defined either with respect to the induced filtration from M or by the canonical 
filtration of U(8 ). Now 0 and hence 0' is homogeneous of degree 0, so (recalling 
4.6(iii)) this further coincides with multiplicity of M considered as a U(n') 
module. It follows that the proof of 4.10 can be adapted to give Pw = fw up to 
scalar and hence the required assertion. 
Remark. It can happen thatpw -Pw' ,  yetfw @fw" (because of a different 
scalar). For an example of this see [16, 10.5]. 
5. MAIN THEOREMS 
5. I. Fix A c D* dominant, regular throughout this section. Set A ~- A @ P(R)  
and define an, 3, l, r as in 1.3, 1.4, 3.5. Take w c Wa and recall that Pw is the 
function defined on Fwa through pw(lZ) = rk(U(g)/.[(t~)). Set na = (d!F 1)/r!. 
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THEOREM. For each w ~ W~ , there exists n ~ ~ + such that 
where m : r - -  d(L(wA)). 
This follows from 3.5(i), 3.6(i), 4.10. 
Remark. An upper bound on n and hence a lower bound on (na/n) results, 
from the fact that p~(/z) E M + for all/x c /~A.  For example, n : 1 ~ for A c P(R)++: 
w = 1. It is natural to conjecture that n is the largest possible integer satisfyin~ 
this condition (see 6.3). 
5.2 For each w ~ W a define aA(W) ~ C W~ (or simply, a(w)) through 
aA(w) ~-- X aA(W' w')w'. 
w'~W~ 
The a(w) form a basis for CWa. Define a subspace of CW~ to be a-basal if it is 
spanned by a linear combination of some of the a(w). For each subset S of C W~, 
let [S] denote the smallest a-basal subspace of CW~ containing S. 
LEMMA. For  a l l  w 1 , w2 , w 3 E W~ , 
(i) aCzol , w~) ~- aCw-f 1, w~l), 
(ii) b(wl , w~) ~ b(w{ ~, w~) ,  
(iii) a(w~ -1) ~ [w~-la(w3)] -*~ a(wl) c [a(w~ 1) w2]. 
Apart from a slight difference in convention (i), (ii) are just [18, 3.3(i), (ii)]. 
Part (iii) follows from (i), (ii). 
5.3 (Notation I, 2.2) Let ~ denote Grothendieck group defined by ~x 
(cf. [8, 1.ll]). Let M ~  have image [M]~ (¢. Then f¢ is the free Abelian 
group with generators [L(w;9]: w e W. Given [214] ~ ¢¢, we define Ann[M] to be 
the intersection of the annihilators of the [L(w;~)] appearing in [M]- -so then 
Ann[M] ~ AnVAnn M for all M ~ ~a.  Now for each w c W~, let [a(w)] corre- 
spond to [L(w(A)]. Then each a-basal subspace of Q W a corresponds to an element 
of ~. 
PROPOSITION ([18], 5.3). For  a l l  Wl, w2E W h one has Ann[w~aa(w2)] = 
hnn[a(w~)] = J(w~a). 
Remark. Vogan [23, Theorem 3.2] has further established that ](wzA ) D 
f(w2h ) if and only if a(wa) ~ [w~-la(%)] for some w I ~ W a . 
5.4. Define Y2'aC/~aasin 1.2. Set f iw~W-~pw,  sothen~w(v)=pw(w~) :~eF~.  
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THEOREM. For each w ~ W a , there exists ~ ~ g2 a such that  
(i) ew,  pw = Po, 
(ii) WP~ is a simple univalent W module. 
Fix w ~ Wa and define a e W* (notation 2.3) through a(wl ) := a(w, %) .  
By 3.5 and 5.1 we have that m(a) = r - -  d(L(wA))  and ffw = go,, up to a scalar. 
For each w 1 c Wa we have (of. 2.5) setting m = m(a) that 
gwxa = E a(w, Wl~2)  W21 3 m 
wo~W a 
= ~ a(w -1, w2) w2w 1 8~, by 5.2(i) and change of variable, 
W2E Y,~ 
= a(w-0  vh 3~. 
Now take the smallest ne  N such that a(w -1) w13" g= 0. By 3.5, 5.1 this is a 
linear combination of the Goldie functions for quotients of the annihilators of 
the simple modules occurring in [a(w -1) Wl]. By 5.2(iii) and 5.3 each such 
annihilator is either f(wA) or contains J(wA) strictly. In the latter case, the degree 
of the corresponding Goldie function is strictly greater than m. In particular 
it follows that n ~> m. Again by 5.3 at least one of the simple modules has 
annihilator J(wa). It follows that gw~ is a multiple of g~. Hence ga e W~,m . 
By 2.5, 2.6 this gives (i). 
For (ii), set Da={wEW:wRa+CR+}.  Fix w '~Da.  Then A':----w'A is 
dominant. We set A' = A' + P(R)and  note that Wa" = w 'Waw '-1. By [15, 5.11] 
we have 
aA,(Wl W2 ) ,--1 . . . .  , aA(W Wig0,  , -a  , , ,  " = w w2w) ,  for all w 1 ,w~eWa, .  
, V_l v t Fix wl~ Wa and set w 1 = w wtw , m = r - -  d(f(w~A')) .  By [11, 4.1] we have 
](w~A') ---- f(w~A) and so by 5.1 
rk (U(g) / J (w;a ' ) )  = ~-e aA(Wl ' W2) (3, W2Wlt~) m, 
w=E W a 
Yet by 5.1 applied to A' we have 
rk(U(g)/J(w'tA')) = y ,  
W~E W a 
=Z 
aA'(w;, w~) (3, w~;~') ~
aA(Wl  , W2) (Wt--13, W2WlX) m. 
w~ W a 
This holds for all w' ~ D a . Recalling that each w ~ W can be written uniquely 
in the form w = w'w",  w '  e Da ,  w" ~ Wa,  we obtain (ii) from 2.5 through the 
same argument used to establish (i). 
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Remark. Take ~r~R,  a. Then one checks directly from Macdonald' 
argument [20] that WP~ satisfies the conclusion of (ii). 
5.5 (Notation I, 1.5, 6.2). For each J e Wa there exists w e Wa such tha 
jr = f(wA). We set Ps :-~ P~. 
THEOREM. There exists a subset f2 a of f2' a containing £2R, a such that Y£a is th 
union of disjoint subsets (&ca)o: a e f2a, having the property that {Ps: Je  (~a),} i
a basis for P , .  In particular card(Sfa) o = dim a. 
For each ideal fD  Ann M(A), set as = @ {a(w-1): JL(wh) ~- 0}. By 5.2(iii 
and 5.3, as is a right ideal of CWa. For each w e Wa, a(z0-1) ~ a/(wa) and sq 
Z ay(wa) ~ CW a • (1 
w ~ W.~ 
I f  we set mw= r -- d(L(wh)), then by 5.1, 5.4(i), there exists (r ~ f2~ such tha 
CWaas(wa)~/t°a,~ = O: n < row,  
=Po:n=mw.  (2 
Let Oh denote the subset of£2' a obtained from the Po by letting w vary over Wa 
and set 
(~)a  ~- {J(wA) e ~"~ : as(wa)~.m w e P~/{0}}. By [I, 6.2], ~?a C DR,a. 
By (1), (2) the ps: fe  ( f l )o  span P~. Conversely suppose that J1, L ,..., Jl~ c 
(f~)~ are pairwise distinct and set f = (J1 (3 f2 (q "'" ch fk-1) + f k ,  ai = as~ 
By [18, 2.7(iii), (iv)] as = (al + a2 + "'" + ak-a) n ak. Since jr ~ j~ and f~ 
is a prime ideal, it follows that r --  ½d(U(g)/ J )> deg Po and so by 5.1 we obtair 
0 = asP~ = (al + a2 + "'" + ak-1) P~ c3 akP~. (For the last step recall thai 
Po is a simple module and use the density theorem.) Since aiP~ = Cps~, il 
follows that the Ps, are linearly independent and this completes the proof ot 
the theorem. 
Remark 1. Suppose that the aA(W , W') are known. Then by 5.1 the Pw: 
w e Wa are determined up to scalars and by 5.5 this fixes g?a • Furthermore by 
[23, Theorem 3.2] the orderings of the f(wA) are determined. It follows from 
(I, 3.4, 5.12(iii)) that it suffices to determine these scale factors for the qw: 
w e Wa (notation I, 5.12). Set qw ~ w-lqw • 
For each a~.C2a, set Wa.o = {we Wa: f(wh) ~ (~i)~}. By (I, 5.11) we have 
for each w ~ Wa, y E Wa, o that 
¢ --1 ! ~. w#~= 2 2 a (y ,w ' )b (ww ,y )q¢ .  
w'~W A YP~W]I,( 7
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Hence the scale factors of the qu are themselves interrelated by aa matrix. A 
particularly good situation is when Ra has only type A ,  factors. Then (cf. I, 4.6, 
Remarks) we have q~ = pu and so by the simplicity of P~ it suffices to determine 
the scale factor ofpu for just one y c Wa,o. For this it suffices to know that some 
f(t~):/~ P~a is completely prime for some y ~ W~,o. Various results and con- 
jectures relating with nilpotent orbits suggest hat this is always true. It holds for 
example when P~ is the module generated by the positive roots corresponding to 
the semisimple part of a parabolic subalgebra of g. Thus in particular if g has 
only type A n factors the scale factors are implicitly determined by the aA matrix. 
Remark 2. One expects the Goldie field of U(g)/.f: J E (f~)~ to depend only 
on ~. 
Remark 3. Both inclusions g2R. ~ C (2a C £2' a can be strict. For example take g 
simple of type D 4 with A ~ P(R) ++ (cf. [17, 5.4]). Theorems 5.4, 5.5 impose 
constraints, some of which are new, on the aA(W , W'). 
5.6. By 5.5 the Goldie polynomials pj: J ~ Y'~ separate the elements of f~ .  
It is thus of interest to compute these functions for some general families of 
simple g modules. In this our notation is slightly modified in that we let g 
1 @ a @ n denote an Iwasawa decomposition for g. 
PROPOSITION. Let N be a simple U(g) module, which is locally finite as a f 
module. Then rk(U(g)/Ann N)  divides e(N). 
By [25, 2.3] N is finitely generated as a U(n-) module. We refine this to show 
that the multipl icityf(N) defined with respect o the canonical filtration of U(rt-) 
coincides with e(N). 
A superscript will denote the filtration induced by the canonical filtration of 
an enveloping algebra. Fix 0 =# n e N and set N -1 ~ O, N ~ ~ Us(g)n: s ~ N. 
It suffices to prove the above assertion for 
gr N :=  @ N~/N 8-1, 
which is an S(g) module with generator ~. 
Fix a triangular decomposition g = n + @ t) @ u-  for g such that n C u-, 
a C I), n + @ n-  C 1 @ n, and set I(D) = S(I)) W, Y(fl) = S(9) ~. Since S(D) =- 
d/to O) S+S(I)), we have 
s~(~) = ~s  ® ~ s~-¢(~)it(b ). 
¢=1 
Now Y(g) has homogeneous generators, o by the Harish-Chandra isomorphism 
[6, 7.4.6], we have 
¢ 
I,(b) c Y¢(g) + ~ s¢-~(b) su(n+ ® n-). 
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Combined with the previous expression, this gives 
t= l  
It follows by induction that 
s~(~) c s~-~(n+ ® n-) Y~(g) ae, 
and so 
s.(g) c s~(.-) s(t) r(~)~. , 
Now Z(g) (resp. f) acts by scalars (resp. locally finitely) on N and dim ~ff < cx 
Thus N O := S(f) Y (g )~ is a finite-dimensional subspaee of gr N. By (* 
S~(g)~ C S~(n -) N O C Ss(g) No, for all s ~ N. Hence e(N)  ~- f (N) ,  as require~ 
Finally since N is simple as a U(fl) module and finitely generated as a U(n- 
module, the analysis of Section 4 applies with L(/~) replaced by N. This sho,~ 
(of. 4.l 1) that rk(U(g)/Ann N) divides f (N)  and hence e(N) .  
5.7. Fix A ~ t)* and regular. Let (N(tx):/x ~ F~} be a coherent family of simpl 
Harish-Chandra modules defined as in [22, Sect. 4] with respect to the pair g, 
Set d = d(N(t~)), CN(tX) = e(N(/x)): ~ ~F a . By [22, Theorem 1.1] the former 
independent of /x and the latter extends to a polynomial on I)* (the Voga 
polynomial). Recall that Ann N(/~)~ &r~. By the translation principle (i.e., I: 
[3, 2.5-2.9]) applied to [24, Theorem 1.2]) there exists w e Wa such th: 
Ann N(t~) = J(Wl x) for all tL E Fa. Set r ~ Card R+. 
THEOREM. Up to a nonzero scalar, Cu ~- pw . In  par t icu lar  c N is a homogeneo~ 
Wa harmonic po lynomia l  o f  degree r - -  d. 
By 5.6, pw(/~) divides cx(l~) for all/~ ~F a . By 5.1 and [7, Lemme 7(iii)] we ha~ 
degp~ = r -- d = deg c u . Combined these imply the assertions of the theoren 
Remarks .  The last assertions were conjectured by Vogan. One expects th~ 
the Vogan polynomials for Harish-Chandra modules can be computed from 
knowledge of the simple factors of principal series modules--just as the Voga 
polynomials for highest weight modules can be computed from the Jantze 
matrix. (Of course we have already shown this to be true in the diagonal case 
To some extent his was already attempted in [22]. Thus an important first ste 
is to establish the existence of the polynomials cN conjectured in [22, 5.1 
(These are analogs of the Jantzen polynomials; but defined with respect o 
type and hence defined in the Grothendieck group). Suppose one can furth~ 
show that deg c u = deg ~ and that both functions transform in the same manta 
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under the action of Wa (implemented through coherent continuation). Then 
by 5.7 and the univalence of the Wa modules defined by the Goldie polynomials 
it follows that c N ~ CN, up to a scalar. 
6. Two EXAMPLES 
6.1. Fix A ~[3" dominant, regular. Then jr(A) is a maximal ideal and by 
[8, 2.16]; cf. [12, 3.4]), 5.1 and the remark following 2.3 we have up to a scalar 
rk(U(g)/J(A)) = H (~, A). 
a~R~ +
6.2. Assume g simple of type C 2 . Set B = {a, ~'} with ~' the long root and 
let 0), 0)' be the corresponding fundamental weights. Take A ~ (N + 1)0)-~ 
(N @ 1/2)o)'. These are the so-called dominant half integral regular weights. 
Then B a ~ {~, o~ @ a'} and this defines a subsystem of type ~/1 × A1 • Hence 
rk(U(g)/f(A)) = c(A, c#)(A, (c~ + d)")  (where " denotes coroot). 
Now when A ~ 0) + 1/20)', it follows from, say, [13, Sect. 6, Table] that f(A) 
is completely prime. Hence c ~ ½. This result was first obtained in [10, 4.4] 
by explicit and rather lengthy computation. The ease with which the result is 
obtained here indicates the power of the present method. We remark that 
analogy with the induced case would have suggested the value c = 1. 
6.3. Assume g simple of type G2. Set B = {~, o~'} with ~' the long root and 
let 0), 0)' be the corresponding fundamental weights. Take A ~ (N + 1)0) + 
(N + 1/3)0)'. Then Ba = {o~, ~ + od} which defines a system of type A 2 . As in 
6.2 we obtain 
rk(U(g)/f(A)) = (c/2)(~, o~")(A, (o¢ -]- a')")(A, (2a + ,x')*). 
When A - 0) + 1/30)', then [13, Sect. 6, Table], J(A) is completely prime. 
Hence c = ½. Once again analogy with the induced case would have suggested 
£~ 1. 
The analogous calculation for B a of type ~/1 × A1 is particularly interesting. 
Set A = -~-(o) -~- ¢o') and take/z E F a . We can write/z = (k -F- ½)0) @ (l ~- ½) w', 
for suitable k, l ~ Z. Then 
rk(U(g)/f(~)) = (c/6)(~, (a + ~')")(/x, (3. + ,)v) ,  
= (c/2)(k + 3l + 2)(k + Z + 1), 
and we note that/x ~Fa if and only if k @ 3l + 2, k + l + 1 are both strictly 
positive. It follows that c ~ N + and c = 1 if and only if jr(A) is completely prime. 
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Again if c = 1, then f(~-~o x ' --  ~o) is also completely prime. These are the onb 
possible completely prime ideals of the above form. Now it is well known am 
easy to check that the zero variety of gr J: jr ~ Prim U(g) is the Zariski closure o: 
the unique eight-dimensional orbit in g* if and only if jr = jr(/x):/, ~Fa.  Th, 
above calculation associates to this orbit exactly two completely prime primitiv~ 
ideals (ifc = 1) or none at all (if c > 1). This contradicts a long-standing belieJ 
that there should be a natural bijection between g*/G and the set of completel 3 
prime, primitive ideals which should in particular preserve dimension. We 
remark that conjecture 5.1 would imply c = 1. Finally we note that CWa(~ + cg' 
(3c~ + a') is a one-dimensional univalent Wa module whereas dim CW(~ + a", 
(3a + c~') = 2 even though card Ba = card B. It seems that this phenomenon 
is in some way connected with the doubling of the number of completely prime 
ideals. 
APPENDIX:  INDEX OF NOTATION 
Symbols appearing frequently throughout he text are given below in order 
of appearance. (See also I.) 
1.1. n(,,), Po, ~' 
1.2. t}a, £2~ 
1.3. [M(A) :L(~)], bA(o~ , co'), aA(w , ~') 
1.4. 8, £2 a 
2.1. ~,~, ,  
2.3. W*, ga,m , m(a), g,~ , W* 
2.5. w",wT. 
2.6. ~ ,~ 
3.2. M, ,FM,  eM 
3.4. 9 ,  - -  
3.5. r, l, G M 
3.6. e~, fw 
3.7. u ,F~ 
4.2. ~ , f lK ,PL , r~,m~,~, t -~,  T, 0 
4.3. 8, t, 0 ' ,u 
4.4. e(/~) 
4.6. u' 
5.2..(w), [s] 
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